
Soap Block with Layers & Blossoms
Instructions No. 2196
 Difficulty: Challenging
 Working time: 1 hour 30 Minutes

Our soap is a great sight in the bathroom. The colour gradient and the scattered flowers are eye-catchers. Even as a gift,
the recipient will be delighted with the wonderfully fragrant homemade soap. It smells wonderful, is good for your skin and
looks beautiful!

This is how the beautiful soap block is made:
For this idea, divide the soap into 5x approx. 250 g. There are several ways to do this: You can take the soap out of the dish with a spoon and weigh it or melt it
in the container beforehand (according to the instructions on the banderole).

Place approx. 250 g in the universal melting pot and bring it to melting point. Drop 2-3 drops of soap colour into the melted soap at a time. How much
fragrance oil you drip into the soap per colour is up to you, as some fragrances smell more intense than others. In general, you can say that the fruity scents
smell more intense than the floral ones. Also add a little (1-2 drops per 250 g) soap foam concentrate.

Pour the first layer into the silicone mould. Immediately afterwards, melt the next 250 g of soap. During this time of melting, a film forms over the poured
soap. As soon as you put the next layer into the mould, the layers mix in the middle due to the heat. The edge remains mostly layered. Repeat the process as
often as you like. 

Leave the finished soap to dry in the mould for about 5 hours. Then remove the silicone mould from the wooden dish and roll down the sides. 

Now decorate the soap with flowers. To do this, gradually liquefy the top layer slightly with a lighter and sprinkle the blossoms on top. 

You can now cut off the finished soap layer by layer. Experience the great colouring of the soap. 

These slices make an excellent gift for your loved ones. Simply place them decoratively in a bag and decorate with a little ribbon, flowers or sprinkles.

Article number Article name Qty
15268 Silicone mold in wooden box 1

Article information:



15272 Dried flowers, 15 gRed clover 1
15267 Dried flowers, 15 gRose buds 1
15273 Dried flowers, 15 gLavender 1
14263 Soap colors set "Flower 1
506427-01 VBS Eco pouring soap, White300 g 1
506427-03 VBS Eco pouring soap, White1000 g 1
12199 Scent oil for soapLavender 1
506205 Soapsuds concentrate, 50ml 1
12497 VBS Wooden soap dish 1
491402 Universal melting pot 1
12194 Scent oil for soapRose 1
12198 Scent oil for soapCitron 1
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